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Geological reconnaissance of the Bluff Trowutta (Longman
Matthews 1962) resulted in the subdivision Proterozoic rocks into
of interbedded shale, sub-greywacke and rare conglomerate of
Arthur River) sequence of interbedded green shale and quart-
zite (south of This Late Proterozoic, sequence of very low meta-
mQrphic is considered to be a correlate of the Rocky Cape Group which crops out
between Latta and Jacobs Boat Harbour (Williams and Turner 1974; Gee 1967, 1968,
1971).
The of this is to describe the sedimentology and structural
of the Hill Point to compare region with coastal exposures
Green Point to Temma and to test validity of past regional correlations
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FIG. 1.- Locality map illustrating position of subject area within Tasmania,
Marrawah to Temma coastal features and Bluff Hill Point to Arthur River.
Bluff Hill Point.
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various morphologies
include graded
lenticular beds with cross-lamination,
possible slump structures.
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A [BQ995573] on figure whilst at B [BQ996575]
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The isolated, , double-hinged feature with micro-folded inner bed-
laminations and upper surface at B (plate ,figure 4) may have formed by
and after sedimentary or by slumping of a cross-bedded
and Stauffer 1975). involving movement of a dense, sediment-
flow over the surface of the seems unlikely because of the
double hinged form and scoured upper contact. sedimentary structure in 1
figure 5 outcrops in a 0.5 m thick bed consisting of internally deformed iso-
clinal recumbent folds with variable orientation and is to
have been formed by sedimentary
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the 10-20 mm thick bedded denser silty upper layers
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unmetamorphosed Precambrian
into a number of formations. Their assign-
interbedded quartzite, sub-greywacke and
Quartzite is accepted.
A total 100 measurements of cross-bedding direction were made at stations
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FIG. 4. Bluff Hill Point contoured
(a) Siltstone sequence poles 220 readings
poles to cleavage 6 readings 16-32; per 1% area.
24 readings. Solid line is the great circle
second cleavage, dashed line of first.
poles to cleavage 65 readings 2-6-10-20-30% per
readingspoles to beddingsequence
area.
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1978) the whole
low metamorphic Rocky Cape Group
The Rocky Cape (Gee 1971) consists
each more than 1200 m thick, and
1be Marrawah to Ternrna coastal outcrops consists of
chloritic~mudstone and argillite which can probably be
Cape Group (Gee ibid; and Williams and Turner 1974).
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